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In the middle of the eighteenth century the Royal
African Company returned to the attack. A petition
London merchants (1748) represented that the trade to company.
Africa from the port of London was declining, and could
not be preserved against powerful competition without the
provision of forts by a joint-stock company1. This conten-
tion was interpreted as an attempt on the part of the West
Indian planters in London to deprive the outports of their
liberty of trading to the African coast2; and the challenge
was at once taken up. Liverpool, which now claimed a
principal share in the trade, asserted that " it is so far from
being in any danger of being lost that British subjects never
made so near an approach to a total engrossing of it as they
now do. The Dutch have not the number of ships on the
coast they formerly had ; the Portuguese appear seldom ;
and the French, our most dangerous rivals in trade, are
quite drove out of it"3. Manchester made an early appear-
ance as the protagonist of free trade with its declaration
that all commercial monopolies were ' unnatural and un-
reasonable things', and "by repeated experience they
are found to be attended with bad consequences to the
trade of this kingdom in general by hindering both its
improvement and extension"4. A number of proposals
were put forward. The merchants who traded with the
sugar plantations urged that the maintenance of the forts
should be entrusted to a joint-stock company, but that the
trade should be open to all. The outports recommended
that two or three men-of-war should be stationed on the
coast; yet if forts were considered necessary they should
be taken over by the Government and supported at the
national expense, or placed in the hands of a regulated
company5. The last proposal was given effect in the Act
of 1750. It incorporated the African traders in a regulated
company which was expressly forbidden to trade in a
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